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                          Hallo!
                                   
                            
                              My name is Dominik Schauer

							  
								
								  I'm a German born Data Engineer living in Frankfurt am Main.
								

								I've got several years of hands-on work experience across the entire Data Stack.

								
								  My skills include building Data Pipelines, Data Warehousing, Data Visualization, Data Analysis and Deep/Machine Learning as well as knowledge in AWS and a general background in IT.
								

                            

                          

                        

                      

                    


                

              
              

              
              
                
                  
                    Expertise

                  


                  
                  
                    
                      On the right you find a two-page summary of my previous experience including technologies I used and certificates.

					  On individual request I can also send you a detailed list of IT and Data projects I successfully completed. For each project it includes a short description, my role and responsibilities, the technologies I used and the functional skills I applied on it.

                    


                    	
					
						
						  projects.pdf (en)
						

						
						
						  projects.pdf (de)
						

                    

                  

                  

                  


                  
                  
                    
                      
                        Technologies and Subject Areas

                      

                    

                  


                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            
                              Databases

							  	SQL Server
	T-SQL
	Oracle
	PL/SQL
	Postgres
	MySQL
	DynamoDB
	Redshift
	S3


                            

                          

                          
							
                              ELT, ETL, DWH, Data Lake

							  	SQL
	T-SQL
	SSMS
	SSIS
	Python
	PySpark
	Apache NiFi
	AWS
	Lambda
	Glue
	S3
	DynamoDB
	Redshift
	Data Vault
	Dimensional model
	3NF
	Kimball
	Inmon


                            

                          

                        

                      

                    


                    
                      
                        
                          
                            
                              Machine Learning

							  	Text Mining
	Deep Learning
	Python
	PySpark
	mllib
	Keras
	TensorFlow
	scikit-learn
	pandas
	R
	caret
	XGBoost
	dplyr
	KNIME Analytics Platform


                            

                          

                          
                            
                              Data Visualization

							  	Qlik Sense
	Tableau
	SSRS
	Python
	matplotlib
	seaborn
	R
	ggplot2
	shiny
	Quicksight
	HTML
	CSS
	JavaScript
	Leaflet


                            

                          

                        

                      

                    

				  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            
                              Various

							  	Linux
	Git
	Docker
	GitLab
	Grafana
	Jenkins
	Jira
	Unix-Shell
	PowerShell
	Java
	Scrum master
	Webscraping
	Webscraping
	A/B Test


                            

                          

                          
                            
                              Continued Education

							  	Architecting on AWS
	Developing on AWS
	Data Modeling for QlikSense
	Scrum/Agile Methods
	Agile Project Management


                            

                          

                        

                      

                    

			
                  
	  
				  
                  
				  
				  
                  


                  
                  
                    
                      
                        Certificates
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                            ISTQB Certified Tester - Foundation Level

                          

                          
                            16-CTFL-85031-01
                          

                          
                            2016-01-08
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                            AWS Certified Developer - Associate

                          

                          
                            XZBHC2GCXN4E155P
                          

                          
                            2022-11-03
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                            Google Analytics Individual Qualification

                          

                          
                            26287674
                          

                          
                            2018-12-24
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                            AWS Certified Solutions Architect - Associate

                          

                          
                            4VXKYB8LN1F4Q2WK
                          

                          
                            2022-06-20
                          

                          
                            
                          

                        

                      

                    

                    

                  

				  
                  
				  

                

              
              

              
              
                
                  
                    Resume

                  


                  
                    

                      
                        Education

                      

                      
                      
                        
                          
                            2008

                            University of Studies
                          

                          

                          
                            Frontend Development

                            Maecenas finibus nec sem ut imperdiet. Ut tincidunt est ac dolor aliquam sodales. Phasellus sed mauris hendrerit, laoreet sem in, lobortis ante.

                          

                        


                        
                          
                            2007

                            University of Studies
                          

                          

                          
                            Graphic Design

                            Aliquam tincidunt malesuada tortor vitae iaculis. In eu turpis iaculis, feugiat risus quis, aliquet urna. Quisque fringilla mollis risus, eu pulvinar dolor.

                          

                        

                      


                      


                      
                        Experience

                      


                      
                        
                          
                            2016 - Current

                            Google
                          

                          

                          
                            Lead Ui/Ux Designer

                            Praesent dignissim sollicitudin justo, sed elementum quam lacinia quis. Phasellus eleifend tristique posuere. Sed vitae dui nec magna.

                          

                        


                        
                          
                            2013 - 2016

                            Adobe
                          

                          

                          
                            Senior Ui/Ux Designer

                            Maecenas tempus faucibus rutrum. Duis eu aliquam urna. Proin vitae nulla tristique, ornare felis id, congue libero. Nam volutpat euismod quam.

                          

                        

                        
                        
                          
                            2011 - 2013

                            Google
                          

                          

                          
                            Junior Ui/Ux Designer

                            Duis mollis nunc quis quam viverra venenatis. Nulla nulla arcu, congue vitae nunc ac, sodales ultricies diam. Nullam justo leo, tincidunt sit amet.

                          

                        

                      


                    


                    
                    
                      
                      
                        Design Skills

                      


                      
                        
                        
                          Web Design

                          95%

                        

                        
                          

                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
                          Print Design

                          65%

                        

                        
                          

                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
                          Logo Design

                          80%

                        

                        
                          

                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
                          Graphic Design

                          90%

                        

                        
                          

                        

                        

                      

                      

                      


                      
                      
                        Coding Skills

                      


                      
                        
                        
                          JavaScript

                          95%

                        

                        
                          

                        

                        

                        
                        
                          PHP

                          85%

                        

                        
                          

                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
                          HTML/CSS

                          100%

                        

                        
                          

                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
                          Smarty/Twig

                          75%

                        

                        
                          

                        

                        

                        
                        
                          Perl

                          90%

                        

                        
                          

                        

                        
                      

                      

                      


                      
                      
                        Knowledges

                      


                      	Marketing
	Print
	Digital Design
	Social Media
	Time Management
	Communication
	Problem-Solving
	Social Networking
	Flexibility
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                            Psyhology of Intertnation Design

                          

                          
                            Membership ID: XXXX
                          

                          
                            19 April 2018
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                            Psyhology of Intertnation Design

                          

                          
                            Membership ID: XXXX
                          

                          
                            19 April 2018
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                            All
                          
	
                            Detailed
                          
	
                            Mockups
                          
	
                            SoundCloud
                          
	
                            Vimeo Videos
                          
	
                            YouTube Videos
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                                Why I Switched to Sketch For UI Design
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                                Best Practices for Animated Progress Indicators
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                                Designing the Perfect Feature Comparison Table
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                                An Overview of E-Commerce Platforms

                              
                            

                          

                        

                        
                      

                    

                  

                



              
              
			  
			  
			  
				
					
						Legal disclaimers!

						

					

									
					
						
																
								I love them just as much as you do

								
									This website doesn't do anything fancy but the following disclaimers are required anyway to fend off litigious visitors.
									Simultaneously the German government longs for its residents to provide these disclaimers in the official language (even on websites otherwise in English) so							
									viel Spaß beim Lesen! :)have fun while reading

								

								
								

								
								Data policy: the short story

								
									I don't do anything with your data, I don't even collect it. I included Google Analytics in my data policy since I might use it in the future, but as of now I don't. Also my website is hosted on AWS and Amazon might keep logs about who is accessing their infrastructure. This information isn't shared with me though. In case of conflicting information the data policy below takes precedence over this paragraph.
								

								
								

																
								No warranties or representations

								
									The information on this site is provided “as is” and to the extent permitted by law, is provided without warranty of any kind, expressed or implied. While the information provided is believed to be accurate, it may include errors or inaccuracies. I am not responsible for the contents of any externally linked site.
								
				
								
								
				
								
								Everything else

								
									Datenschutz,
									GPDR,
									Impressum,
									Rechtliche Hinweise
								

						

					

				

			  
              
			  
            

          


      

    


    
    
    
    

    
    

    
    
    
    
    

    
    
    
    
  